
   
 

GEOGRAPHY 15+ � 10 MIN 

FISHING IN TURKEY 
 
1- Write letter „T” if the statement is true, and letter „F” if it is false!  
 

a. 
The most important reason we do not develop our fisheries is that we do not do coastal 
fishing 

 

b. Mediterranean takes first place in the seafood production  

c. Our fish consumption is not too much because of our culture  

d. The most fished species of fish in our seas, is salmon and turbot  

 
2-  Fill in the gaps with the words given 

“storage, technologic, hunting, coastal, shipping, sea“ 
 
Reasons of fishing not being developed enough in Turkey:  We have commonly …(a)…….. 
fishing, we      don’t have .…(b)……….. ship, lack of facilities in ….(c)……………, and 
….(d)……….. ,not obeying ….(e)………   ban and …..(f)………… pollution. 

 
3- Fish production areas are showed on the map. According to this information answer the 

questions. 

 
 

a) Which of our coastal region has the maximum amount of fish and its production? Write 
its reasons. 

 
b) Which of our coastal region has the most various kinds of fish? Write its reasons. 
 
c) Which of our coastal region is on the way of fish migration? 
 
d) Where is pearl mullet farmed? 
 
 

4) Write a text containing these words “health, Black Sea, saurel, omega 3 fatty acid, 
culture, and trout. 



 
Solution 

1)  
 

T F T F 
 

2)  
a) COASTAL 

      b) TECHNOLOGICAL  
      c) SHIPPING 

d) STORAGE 
e) HUNTING  
f) SEA 
 
 

3)  
A) The coasts of Black Sea region because big rivers flow into this sea, It is cool due the 

heavy rains and latitude and this increases the amount of oxygen so does the amount 
of fish. 

B) The coast of Mediterranean Region because of the latitude the weather is hot and this 
increases the variety of fish. 

C) The coasts of Marmara Region  because of Istanbul and Çanakkale Bosphorus  
D) It is farmed in estuaries of rivers flowing into Van Lake. 
 
 
4) A text that will be prepared by students. A sample text:  

“For our health we must consume fish regularly, which is very rich interms of Omega 
3. Black Sea cost is one of the most common fishing costs in Turkey. The most hunted 
sea fish is saurel. Culture fishinng has incresed recently and the most produced kind is 
trout” 
 
 


